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AER-DEC® Integrated Sink
Soap. Rinse. Dry. All three steps without taking any.

Front and back cover: AER-DEC Integrated Sink in Silestone® Concrete Pulse and 

Silestone Et Statuario basins with Rush Street® fixtures in Graphite and laminated 

cabinet style enclosure in Wilsonart® Fawn Cypress



Designed to work hand-in-hand with the AER-DEC Integrated Sink,  

these soap dispensers promote cleanliness at every level.

AER-DEC sensor-activated faucets are engineered to meet the demands  

of the commercial restroom.

AER-DEC® brings the power and innovation of hand dryers off the wall and right to your hands  

to eliminate water on the floor caused by dripping hands and wet paper towels.

Soap. Rinse. Dry.  
All three steps without 
taking any.
Step up to the future of sustainable restroom design—the 
AER-DEC® Integrated Sink. The AER-DEC is the perfect 
innovation for any high-end restroom. Soap dispenser, faucet, 
hand dryer, and sink basin all designed to work together  
as one beautiful, touch-free, hygienic, highly efficient system.
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Clark Street®
Bring architectural facets to your next project with Clark 

Street fixtures. Inspired by prisms, Clark Street fixture 

designs are geometric and faceted to refract light as you 

approach it. The elegant appearance suits all high-end 

commercial applications for a dazzling aesthetic.

Whether you need that extra element to tie it all together 

or durable hardware that keeps your vision whole, these 

premium faucets, soap dispensers, and hand dryers deliver.

AER-DEC Integrated Sink in Silestone® Arcilla Red 

with BASYS fixtures in Polished Chrome

AER-DEC Integrated Sink in Silestone Et Calacatta Gold 

with Rush Street fixtures in Polished Brass

AER-DEC® Integrated Sink in Silestone® Cinder Craze 

with Clark Street fixtures in Graphite

BASYS®
Infuse your space with a sleek and minimalist aesthetic with BASYS 

fixtures, inspired by the majestic allure of glaciers. These fixtures 

not only embrace angular simplicity but also incorporate a host of 

features that can be effortlessly accessed from above the sink deck.

When prioritizing both design and ease of maintenance, look no 

further than the BASYS style fixtures. Offering various faucet heights 

and boasting Sloan's stunning selection of finishes, BASYS carves  

its path in the design landscape.

Fixture options 
that go above  
and beyond
Choose from three innovative product lines that 

promote cleanliness at every level, all available in our 

five distinct finishes.

Rush Street®
Fuse glamour and technology with Rush Street fixtures. 

Inspired by industrial forms, Rush Street fixtures  

bring together soft corners, cylindrical shapes, and 

rounded edges to create a simple, curved aesthetic with 

a streamlined look and feel.

This premium, touch-free trio can add the finishing 

touch to bring your vision to life and offers durable 

hardware that will deliver for years to come.

All fixture types are available in five spectacular finishes

Polished Chrome Brushed Stainless Polished Brass Brushed Nickel Graphite

AER-DEC® features

Traffic-cone
Sink basin: Keeping all three elements 

of the hand wash process in the basin 

reduces slip and fall risk from water 

dripping on the floor

Soap
Soap dispenser: Dispenses a pre-

measured application of soap to reduce 

soap waste

battery
Faucets: Battery, plug-in, hardwired, 

or power-harvesting options (solar or 

turbine) for energy efficient flexibility

Sensor
Faucets, soap dispenser, and hand 

dryers: Active Infrared sensing for 

hygienic touch-free operation

volume
Hand dryers: Adjustable dry speed and 

heat settings for sound, speed, and 

temperature comfort

bacteria
Hand dryers: Industry leading 

Electrostatic HEPA Filter removes 99.97% 

of dust, mold, bacteria, and airborne 

particles as small as 0.3 microns.
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Shown: AER-DEC Integrated Sink in Corian® Silver Birch with Clark Street® fixtures in Polished Chrome

AirBasin brings 
innovation  
to airflow
Each component of the AER-DEC® is designed to 

create a fully integrated system. The key to that 

integration is the patent-pending AirBasin that 

redirects air and water flow to eliminate backsplash 

and updraft. 

The touch-free, hygienic design of the AER-DEC saves 

water, reduces energy consumption, and reduces the 

need for paper towels. It’s good for the environment. 

Good for the user. Good for business.

Configured to fit your space

Choose a configuration

Basins can be centered or offset to accommodate traffic flow or space restrictions. All basins are 

23.5 inches deep and can be continuous trough style or individual basins. The AER-DEC® meets 

ADA requirements if properly installed.

Choose a width and mounting type

The AER-DEC Integrated Sink offers flexibility to suit any space. Basins can be ordered  

in custom widths or in standard increments of 30 inches, up to 240 inches. The sink can be 

mounted in a variety of ways to fit snugly into an alcove, have a wall on either side, or  

mount directly to an open wall with open side. Build your restroom around the AER-DEC,  

or the AER-DEC around your existing restroom.

Individual basins Continuous trough basin

Single side counter extension Dual side counter extensions

30" 60" 90" 120" Custom Sizes

Sensor-activated hand dryer 

delivers air to user
1

2 Air intake openings redirect  

airflow from hand dryer, eliminating 

backsplash and updrafts

3 Easy to clean in-trough hidden 

drain captures water runoff
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LED lighting in sink basin Beveled or rounded sink edges and bag hooks

Trash chute Multiple sink heights

Two tone sink basins Baby changing stations

Hold open stainless angled enclosure  Vertical cabinet style enclosure with Wilsonart® laminate

Endless options from  
top to bottom
Elevate your restroom experience with AER-DEC's extensive customizable options. Add 

color with LED lighting, change your sink deck edges, add optional countertop spacing, 

or add convenient bag hooks. Choose between three enclosure styles including the 

standard angled stainless enclosure that features hold-open doors for easy maintenance, 

magnetized for convenient access and designed to stay open when needed. For a unique 

touch, opt for a vertical enclosure with stainless hold-open option or laminated cabinet-

style doors, offering over 300+ laminate choices for added design flexibility.

external-link Customize your AER-DEC® with our Sink Configurator tool at configurator.sloan.com

AER-DEC Integrated Sink in Corian® Designer White with BASYS® 

fixtures in Polished Chrome and Stainless Angled Enclosure
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Sink Deck Material Options
Hundreds of deck and basin options in solid surface and quartz, 

including: Corian, Corian Quartz, Caesarstone, and Silestone.

Enclosure finish options
300+ Wilsonart laminates or standard stainless finish

Features and custom optionsMaterials options to build 
your design vision
The AER-DEC® Integrated Sink basin and enclosures are available in hundreds of material 

options from industry leading manufacturing partners including:

Design your perfect AER-DEC®
Customize your design in real time and download renderings, get pricing,  

configuration details, installation instructions, and more.

external-link Customize your AER-DEC with our Sink Configurator tool at configurator.sloan.com

Fixtures
• Available in 5 finishes: polished chrome, polished brass, 

brushed stainless, brushed nickel, graphite

• Available with 0.35 and 0.5 gpm flow rates

• Multi-laminar spray type

• Available as battery, plug-in, hardwired, or power-

harvesting options (solar or turbine) for energy efficient 

flexibility

• Manage faucet settings and functionality, including setting a 

remote line flush using the Sloan Connect® App

• Easy to replace sensor assembly

• Faucet has options for multiple mixing types including 

Back-Check Tee (TEE), Below Deck Thermostatic Mixing 

Valve (BDT), or Below Deck Manual Mixing Valve (BDM)

Sink
• Custom widths or in standard increments of 30 inches up to 

240 inches

• Adjustable right and left counter lengths to fit any space

• Stainless angled or vertical enclosure or laminated cabinet 

style enclosure options

• LED lighting in basin or custom locations

• Baby changing stations

• Trash chute and paper towel holders 

• Bag hooks that hold up to 50lbs

• Straight, beveled, rounded or eased sink edges

• Standard apron height of 4 or 5 inches or custom sizes of 

6+ inches

• Edge options include finished ends, flush to wall ends, 

waterfall edges, and more

• Available in most brands of solid surface or quartz as well 

as custom material choices such as natural stone
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